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Abstract 
Background: Silica dust is a significant concern in the industry; it is clear that freshly fractured silica is more dangerous 
than aged fractured silica. However, it is not well studied if the oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) can be the key to the 
dangerousness of silica. Objective: Evaluate the oxidising capacity of four materials with different content in silica 
(SiO2) (marble, granite, Silestone, quartz). Method: The materials were ground and tested using a portable handheld kit 
for ORP measurements at different ages. Results: The ORP values of the materials are increasingly oxidising until 
reaching 2-3 hours, where they get a stable ORP value. As the % of silicon increases, the oxidising power of the material 
also increases, except for the Silestone.  Conclusion: There is a relation between the % of silica and the ORP, but some 
mixtures can reduce the ORP from materials with a high % of silica. Application: A well know ORP from the materials 
could establish different occupational limits for fresh or aged silica, but more research is required. 
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Introduction  

Lung diseases like silicosis or lung cancer are well-known occupational diseases concerning mining activities, 
like the extraction and processing of natural or artificial rocks; nowadays, it is clear that the risk of raw 
material in terms of generating silicosis will depend fundamentally (although not only) on its free crystalline 
silica content, and the fraction of free crystalline silica that can be breathed and reached the alveoli, the called 
"respirable crystalline silica" (Carballo Menéndez et al., 2022) (Madera Garcia et al., 2015).  
It is clear that the surface of the nanoparticles is primarily responsible for the negative consequences. An 
important toxicity factor is the total surface area of the dust retained in the lungs (Respirable Crystalline Silica 
- Phase 1, 2002). In comparison to the same substance in bulk, nanoparticles have a higher surface area to 
volume ratio, making them a more accurate measure of risk than the common (and officially) used mass-based 
approach. (van Broekhuizen et al., 2012), (García & Pola, 2022).  
Freshly fractured quartz is associated with a more severe and widespread cellular influx than aged quartz. A 
higher level of lipid peroxidation and a more extensive formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by 
phagocytes (35% greater than with aged quartz or control) indicated that freshly fractured quartz caused more 
oxidative stress in the lung than aged quartz (Respirable Crystalline Silica - Phase 1, 2002). 
Because crystalline silica is piezoelectric, it generates opposing electric charges on opposing sides of the 
physical structure when force is applied. The oxygen free radicals created on the split surfaces of silica 
molecules are partly formed due to this piezoelectricity. Freshly cracked silica, such as that produced by 
abrasive blasting, has a higher redox potential on the fresh surface, which is more likely to continue 
creating free radicals because it is highly reactive with hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and nitric oxide (Barnes 
et al., 2019). 
The occupational exposure limit value (OELV) for silica dust is based on a mass approach, and the legal limit 
in most European countries is 0,05 mg/m3. However, it is not considered if the silica is freshly fractured (for 
example, in a countertop factory) or aged quartz (for instance, on a beach). Some studies show that silica can 
cause lung damage from ROS from inhaled particles (Fubini & Hubbard, 2003), and the carcinogenicity of 
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respirable quartz is considered to be driven by ROS (Berlo et al., 2010). Some studies suggest that ROS are a 
promising metric linking aerosol compositions to toxicity and adverse health effects (Zhang et al., 2021), and 
some publications are about measuring the oxidative potential in particulate matter (Frezzini et al., 2022). 
However, some limitations remain (Carlino et al., 2023). The oxidative potential was assessed as the ability of 
particles to generate ROS (Borlaza et al., 2021). It may be a more health-relevant metric than other 
physicochemical properties of particles (Khurshid et al., 2019). Some studies evaluate different oxidative 
potential measurement techniques (Shahpoury et al., 2022). However, for the moment, there is no standardised 
method and consensus to measure the oxidative potential. 
The study evaluates the oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) evolution of some leading construction materials 
with different silica contents, such as granite (pink Porriño), marble, and northern white Silestone. For 
comparison, it was also added pure quartz. It was evaluated as freshly fractured from minute two after milling 
and the evolution during the first 15 days.  
 
Material and Methods 

The primary materials are an excentric mill (Figure 1), the rocks (granite, marble, Silestone and quartz) and a 
portable kit for ORP (oxidation-reduction potential) measurements (Metrohm DropSens)  (Figure 2) with 
electrodes DRP-ORPSEN. 
It was selected samples of different materials, granite, marble, Silestone and quartz, with different content in 
silica, as shown in Table 1. Each material was ground in an excentric mill for 3 minutes, previously cleaned to 
avoid contamination. It is a simulation of what happens when someone works with these materials. It is 
known that cutting these materials produces different PSD (particle size distribution). 
 

 
Figure 1. Preparation for grinding granite (2022). 

 
The following protocol was used to carry out the tests. Firstly the electrodes (DRP-ORPSEN) were opened, 
washed with Milli-Q water, and dried before measurement. Secondly, 1 mg of material has been weighed on 
an Eppendorf in analytical balance with a resolution of 0.0001 g, and 1 mL of Milli-Q water has been 
measured to have a 1 mg/mL suspension. Thirdly the materials were measured as soon as they had been 
ground, so the first data was obtained after 2 minutes, given the time it takes to measure the DRP-ORPSTAT. 
Subsequently, each material was suspended and measured around 15-30 minutes after the first measurement. 
Finally, they have suspended again, and a second measurement was carried out between 2 and 3 hours after 
the first measurement. Lastly, the materials were left to rest for 15 days in open containers to see if they 
evolved in the air, simulating the conditions in a countertop factory. These materials have been measured as 
before, 15 days after being ground. Each material has been measured with two different electrodes to achieve 
a duplicate at the initial time. These electrodes have been used again to measure at 15-30 min and 2-3 hours, 
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taking advantage of their reusable use. The electrodes used at 15 days were new, and those used on the day of 
the initial measurements were not used. All the tests were conducted in laboratory conditions, with all the 
materials at the same temperature. 
 

 
Figure 2. Portable kit for ORP measurements and electrodes (DRP-ORPSEN). 

 
Results and Discussion  

Table 1 and Figure 3 show the potential in mV from the four materials at different ages (2 minutes, 15 
minutes, 160 minutes, and 15 days), mean (µ), standard deviation (σ) and relative standard deviation (RSD). 
When measuring pulverulent samples, results are not as precise as the ones obtained when liquid solutions are 
tested. Using DRP-ORPSEN with Zobell solution, a typical ORP standard, a value of 240 mV, is obtained 
with an RSD less than 5 % (n=3). 
 

Table 1. Electrical potential from different materials at different ages   

  Potential / mV    

Material  Time  Elec. 1 Elec. 2 Elec. 3 µ σ RSD 

Quartz  
(SiO2 >95 %) 

2 min 110 138 74 107 32 30 
15 min 188 192 165 182 15 8 

160 min 282 263 228 258 27 11 
15 days 286 300 239 275 32 12 

Pink granite (Porriño) 
(SiO2 =42%) 

2 min 245 230 176 217 36 17 
20 min 170 225 189 195 28 14 

140 min 195 215 210 207 10 5 
15 days 227 209 198 211 15 7 

Silestone  (White North) 
(SiO2 >90%) 
(Quartz = 80.8%) 
(Cristobalite =16,5%) 

2 min 111 110 175 132 37 28 
30 min 202 182 150 178 26 15 

190 min 119 107 106 111 7 7 
15 days 183 168 196 182 14 8 

White marble (SiO2<5%) 

2 min 133 144 121 133 12 9 
15 min 164 167 182 171 10 6 

120 min 174 178 192 181 9 5 
15 days 169 191 212 191 22 11 
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Figure 3. Electrical potential from different material evolution 

 
As time passes, the materials evolve, reaching most of them a stable ORP value at 2-3 hours after being 
ground. This is inferred from the curves where it is seen how their ORP values do not change after 2-3 hours 
or even after 15 days have passed. This fact contrasts with the initial idea in which it was thought that the 
materials started from a more oxidising ORP as soon as they were ground. However, it makes sense because a 
regular shift in the countertop factory is at least 8 hours long, and the worker could be breathing the dust the 
rest of the shift. The most oxidising ORP values with this methodology are obtained after 2-3 hours, and this 
ORP value remains practically stable for up to 15 days. 
Regarding materials, pink Porriño granite practically does not change its ORP value over time. Quartz is the 
material that evolves the most over time, and marble and Silestone do not seem to grow as much. The most 
oxidising material after 2-3 hours and 15 days is quartz, granite, marble, and Silestone. There appears to be a 
trend between the % silica and the ORP value of the materials. As the % of silica increases, the oxidising 
power of the material also increases. This only happens 2-3 hours after being ground, and this trend is 
maintained until 15 days after being ground. Only Silestone seems to be the discordant material. Due to the 
composite nature of Silestone (it is a mixture between quartz, cristobalite and other plastic materials), its ORP 
value does not agree with what is expected when comparing the % of silica against the ORP value since it 
should be more oxidising after 2- 3 hours (because of the results) due to its high percentage of silica. 
However, its ORP value is even lower than that obtained for marble, so other materials presented in its 
composition may reduce the ORP value of silica, even below the marble that contains less than 5% of silica. 
The observed results are interesting, but they disagree with the initial hypothesis in which one would expect to 
observe more oxidising ORP values as soon as they are milled with a subsequent downward evolution. The 
opposite effect is observed, an initial low ORP value that increases with time.  
 
Limitations 

The ground samples represent a granulometric fraction that can exceed the respirable fraction (4 microns), and 
different particle sizes may have other behaviours. To ensure the behaviour of the particles within the lung, it 
should be recommended that particles are in the respirable fraction.  
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Conclusions 

The ORP values of the different materials are increasingly oxidising until reaching 2-3 hours, where they get a 
stable ORP value. 
The most oxidising ORP values within this study are obtained after 2-3 hours, and this ORP value remains 
practically stable for up to 15 days. 
Pink Porriño granite nearly maintains its ORP capability over time. Marble and Silestone don't seem to evolve 
as much as quartz with time, which changes the most. 
After 2-3 hours and 15 days, quartz is the most oxidising substance, followed by granite, marble, and 
Silestone. 
The materials' ORP value and silica content trend in the same direction. 
The material's oxidisation ability becomes more potent as silicon content rises, except for Silestone, which 
requires more research to clarify its low ORP. 
In this research, disposable screen-printed electrodes capable of measuring the ORP of suspended pulverulent 
samples were employed in a combination of a handheld potentiostat to provide a fast method to evaluate the 
oxidative capacity of four materials with different silica content. This electrochemical platform is suitable for 
studying these kinds of samples' oxidative capacity as ORP measurements are increasingly used to 
characterise particulate matter's toxic effects. Preliminary results show promising trends when studying the 
ORP response, as sensors are capable of monitoring the aged of the materials tested on the field with minimal 
sample preparation in a fast and reliable way. However, more research needs to be done to establish an 
occupational limit value for fresh or aged silica. Also, it is necessary to have a standardised method for 
carrying out the measurements. 
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